We evaluate the rich-club property of the Internet topology at the autonomous system (AS) level by comparing the Internet AS graphs of traceroute and BGP, and the synthetic graphs of PFP model. The results indicate that, for rich-club coefficient, PFP model can exactly match traceroute AS graphs in the early years around 2002, but it has significantly deviated from the grown AS graphs since about 2010.
Introduction
Understanding and modeling the Internet topology at the autonomous system (AS) level can benefit network protocol design and evaluation. The rich-club property is an important property of the Internet AS topology. It describes a topological nature that the "rich" AS nodes are densely connected to each other. The richness of a node is measured by its node degree, i.e., the number of nearest neighbors of this node. And the rich-club property can be quantitatively defined by the rich-club coefficient [1] . To calculate the richclub coefficient of a network, nodes are sorted in decreasing order of node degrees. A group of nodes of the same node degree can be sorted arbitrarily in that group. The position of a node in the resulting ordered sequence is referred to as its rank. The rich-club coefficient φ(r) of the top r nodes is defined as φ(r) = 2e r(r − 1)
It is the ratio of the actual number of links e to the maximum possible number of links among the r nodes. If the entire graph has N nodes, the rich-club coefficient can be normalized as φ(r/N). The work in [1] shows that the Internet AS topology has a notable rich-club property with φ(1%) > 32%. Some studies [2] - [4] debated and confirmed the presence of rich-club property in various complex networks, including the Internet AS-level topology. A few Internet topology models can produce topologies with a no- terms of a number of topological properties [5] , [6] . In this letter, we revisit the rich-club property and show the variations and differences of the measured AS graphs and PFP model as the Internet grows.
PFP Model
The PFP model, described in [5] , [7] , generates network topologies using a nonlinear preference probability and an interactive growth mechanism. It starts with a small random graph. The nodes in the existing graph are called old nodes. Then, at each step, 1) with probability p ∈ [0, 1], a new node is added and connected to an old node, named host node, and two new links are established between the host node and two other old nodes; 2) with probability 1 − p, a new node is connected to two host nodes, and one of the two host nodes establishes a link to another old node in the graph. In this process, the links between old nodes, referred to as internal links, increase the connectivity among the rich nodes. A new node is connected to a node of degree k with the nonlinear preference probability
In this formula, the node degree k is used as the positive feedback of the preference probability. It has been studied that the parameters δ = 0.048 and p = 0.4 produce the best result that most closely matches the Internet AS topology [6] . Therefore, in our simulations, PFP topologies are generated with δ = 0.048 and p = 0.4.
Topology Dataset
Our AS topology datasets include BGP data, traceroute measurements, and PFP model generated data. Because of the incompleteness of and faults in the publicly available measurement data, we collected AS topology data from different sources to give multiple witnesses of different views for evaluation. BGP: Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the routing protocol connecting ASes in the Internet. BGP routing tables contain AS path attribute that can be used to construct AS graphs. We created AS graph datasets using the BGP data from RIPE RIS [8] and RouteViews [9] in the first day of a specific month. These datasets are named bgp0102, bgp1201, and bgp0304. The name 'bgp1210' means it is [11] .
Traceroute: The traceroute AS data is partly got from the Skitter project of CAIDA, which is updated as the Ark project after 2008 [12] . We downloaded all daily snapshots in a specific month and merged them into one dataset file. Similar to the work in [13] , the AS links derived from multiorigin ASes, AS-sets, and private ASes are filtered in our datasets. This part of datasets include ski0304, ski0102 and ark1210. The name 'ski0304' means it is from Skitter's data in March, 2004. The other names follow the same pattern.
Another part of traceroute AS data is sidewalk [14] that provides accumulated AS links observed from Dec. 2007 to Sept. 2008 . Traceroute measurement also cannot scan every link in the Internet, and the conversion from tranceroute IP sequences to AS graphs needs to map IP addresses to AS numbers using BGP routing tables, which proved to be error-prone with false AS links [15] . The work in [15] shows that sidewalk is less inaccurate than Skitter and Ark through its filtering of false links. PFP model: Similar to the previous work in [6] , we used PFP model to generate ten topology instances of the same number of nodes as the measured AS topology, starting from different small random graphs. And the topological metrics are averaged over the ten instances. The datasets from PFP model include PFP ski0304, PFP ski0102, PFP ark1201 for traceroute data, and PFP bgp0102, PFP bgp1201 for BGP 
Metrics of AS Graphs
To show the difference of these topology datasets, we list a few statistical metrics about AS graphs in Table 1 and Table 2. And some metrics are described briefly in the following:
• Average degree. It is the ratio of the sum of all node degrees to the total number of nodes. Suppose that a graph has E links and N nodes, then the average degree is 2E/N. • Average shortest path length. The shortest path length is the number of links in the shortest path between two nodes. The average shortest path length is the shortest path length averaged over all pairs of nodes.
• Assortative coefficient. This metric is defined as [16] 
In the above equation, M represents the number of links in the graph, and the j i and k i denote the degrees of the two end nodes of the ith link. It reflects the correlation of node degrees on the links. The Internet AS topology has α < 0, which implies it is a disassortative network where high degree nodes prefer to connect with the nodes of low degree.
• Rich-club clique. It is the number of nodes in the maximum rich-club that has a rich-club coefficient φ = 1.0.
• Clustering coefficient. The local clustering coefficient c i for node i is defined as the ratio of the actual number of links e i to the maximum possible number of links among the k i nearest neighbors of node i, i.e., c i = 2e i /(k i (k i − 1)). The clustering coefficient of a network is the average of local clustering coefficient over all nodes in this network.
• Max degree clique. It is the number nodes in the maximum clique that is a full-mesh subgraph created by the following steps. Firstly, the clique contains only one node with the maximum degree. And then, each step chooses a new node in decreasing order of node degrees. If the new node is connected to all the nodes in the clique, it will be added into the clique. Otherwise, discard this node and choose the next one. Repeat this process, and finally get the max degree clique.
Results

The Metrics of AS Graphs
The results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . 1) For the assortative coefficient, PFP model has values from −0.265 to −0.229 that are close to the measured datasets in Table 1 , but lower than the measured datasets in Table 2 Table 1 , the rich-club cliques of PFP model are close to the traceroute data. In Table 2 , the rich-club clique of traceroute data is more than 10, while this metric of BGP data is less than 6. The rich-club cliques of PFP model are larger than the traceroute data, and much larger than the BGP data. This shows that PFP model tends to generate a larger fully-connected rich-club than real AS topology, which is also indicated by the metric max degree clique. 5) PFP model has max degree cliques of size about 20 to 26, similar to the skitter, ark and the bgp+ski/ark merged data. However, the BGP data has smaller values less than 18, and the value of sidewalk dataset is also smaller than PFP, skitter and ark. Table 2 also shows that PFP has a much higher maximum degree, and a notably small average shortest path length. These results present other witnesses that PFP has a more strongly dense core than the Internet AS topology.
Rich-Club Coefficient
We repeated the experiments in [5] to verify our data and experiment consistency, and got the same result. Figure 1 and the ski0304 column in Table 1 show that PFP model can accurately fit the data ski0304, as shown in [5] and [7] . We processed other datasets in the same way and obtained the results shown in the following figures. Figure 2 This difference may be caused by the missing AS links in BGP data [11] . However, compared with ark1210, we can also find that all the recent datasets, including bgp1210, (bgp+ark)1210, ucla1210 and sidewalk, show raised curves when r/N is around 0.01. This implies a growing number of connections among middle-rich AS nodes. This feature is not notable in ark1210 possibly due to measurement limitations. Figure 3 shows the comparison between PFP model and the datasets in early years. PFP model has coincident rich-club coefficient with ski0102 and (bgp+ski)0102, but it has visible deviations from BGP data. In Fig. 4 , PFP model more or less deviates from the corresponding traceroute and BGP data. We can see that PFP model has a larger rich-club clique than measured data. In PFP model, φ(r/N) = 1.0 when r/N less than 0.001, but measured data doesn't so. However, the datasets bgp1210, (bgp+ark)1210, ucla1210, and sidewalk have higher rich-club coefficients than the PFP graphs of the same or similar network size when r/N falls in the range about between 0.01 and 0.1.
To estimate the effect of parameters on PFP model, we generated different PFP graphs of the same size as bgp1210 using different parameters. One group of PFP graphs are generated with fixed δ = 0.0 and varied p = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and another group of PFP graphs are generated with fixed p = 0.4 and varied δ = 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08. Figure 5 shows the rich-club coefficients of PFP graphs of different parameters, and the Internet AS graphs. We can see that PFP graphs cannot accurately fit the recent Internet AS graphs (It seems that ark1210 is very close to the PFP graph of p = 0.4 and δ = 0.0, but that PFP graph significantly deviates from ark1210 in other graph metrics, such as maximum degree and assortative coefficient).
Conclusion
We used multiple traceroute and BGP datasets to evaluate the rich-club property of the Internet AS-level topology in different views and at different times. It is found that traceroute AS graphs generally yield larger rich-clubs of full connections than that of BGP AS graphs. BGP AS graphs in recent years around 2010 have raised rich-club coefficients φ(r/N) compared with traceroute AS graphs when r/N falls in the range of 0.01 to 0.1. This implies a growing number of connections among the AS nodes of middle degrees. PFP model shows a more strongly dense core than the measured AS graphs. The rich-club coefficient of PFP model can accurately fit the traceroute AS graphs in the early years around 2002. However, all measured AS graphs in recent years about 2010, including traceroute and BGP datasets, exhibit visible deviations from PFP graphs. These results indicate that topology modeling needs to be improved to capture the variations in the recent and future Internet AS topology.
